
A meeting and an anniversary
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Jeff's new friend
Houston - 20 February 2013 - GV reporting: Today, Gödefrïeu Válcadác'h started 
his day by singing as a part of a vocal quartet at the funeral of the father of a 
good friend.  After this sad morning, he needed a pick-me-up and got one in 
spades.  It turns out Cort justice Ián Tamorán was in-town on business and 
could meet up with the former Kingdom and Republic PM this afternoon and 
evening.

An interior room of the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston in July 2012!
(photo by dahnviet on Flickr)

After getting home from the funeral, GV checks his email and lo-and-behold!  It 
turns out Ián had taken GV seriously when the latter suggested (before the 
funeral turned up) to the former a look-through of the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Houston - a suggestion that had not been confirmed.  

"Zooks!", said GV, and off he went back on the bus, meeting Ián at the front 
lobby of the Audrey Jones Beck Building at said art museum.  The two spent 
about an hour-and-a-half wandering the halls looking at works of art, each one 
being worth more in A. D. 1863 dollars than either one of them alive or dead.

Unfortunately, GV did not have the presence-of-mind to bring along his camera. 
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He also had not slept the night before well-at-all.  "Zookzzzzzzz", he was heard 
to say often all-day.  However, the long-time Talossan was awake-enough to 
know he had a real art-lover in his company and left the museum with Ián that 
afternoon more art-wise (and wiser, period) than he had been a few hours 
earlier.  As he said on Wittenberg, "He is not a tour guide.  He is the tour!".

After that, GV got Ián to the former's church, Palmer Memorial Episcopal 
(www.palmerchurch.org), where the elder Talossan was regaled with the Palmer 
Adult Choir's weekly rehearsal.  Being the anglophile place Palmer is, Ián fit in 
quite nicely, him being from the United Kingdom.  After rehearsal was done, Ián 
took a cab back to his hotel, and a long day for GV was done.

GV said to Oraclâ later that evening, "The citizens of this great Kingdom of 
Talossa within the context of the virtues representing common human decency 
are what the Kingdom of Talossa are all about.  Today was a brilliant example of 
Talossa at its very-finest: quirky, decent, intelligent, and full of common sense. 
Ián Tamorán is ample evidence we in Talossa have been admitting the correct 
sort of people."

Jeff's new friend reacts...
21 February 2013 - GV, reporting: This from Ián via Wittenberg XII...

Witt XII 8102.5 - 21 Feb 2013 11:37am

No, alas, no photos - I did not bring a camera with me, But next time, next 
time...

And Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h - you were a superb host. You make me blush 
in your comments, Gödafrïeu, I am just a boring interested-in-everything 
old(ish) man, who even made a negative comment about the pitch of the 
bases in the choir <grin>. And your choir was - nay, is - superb.

I really hope that I shall be visiting Houston again this year - but I do not 
yet know whether I shall or not - much depends upon how successful this 
trip turns out to have been (watch this space - I learn about it in four to 
five weeks).

And next time, let's hope that I shall not be so busy with non-Talossan 
affairs.
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Ye olden Organic Law...

The Mitchell Building, Fiovâ: 20 February 2013 - GV, reporting: On 26 December 
1979, the Kingdom of Talossa was founded.  And with it came the 1979 
Constitution.  In recognition of the advent of true democracy at about that time, 
the 1979 document was augmented (not superceded) by the former Robert I via 
the 1985 Organic Law.

With pre-Cybercit Talossanity reaching its zenith in the mid-to-late 1980s (or for 
other reasons I'm not sure of), the need for a completely new constitution was 
perceived and from this need arose the 1988 Constitution and the first iteration 
of the 200-seat Cosâ.  This supreme law of the land would serve us well for nine 
years.

But then in 1995 the Cybercit Era came along and with it people from around 
the world who became Talossans.  Such momentous change called for our laws 
to be looked at once again, and the much-streamlined 1997 Organic Law came 
into being in September of that year.

Time passed.  And with it came innumerable amendments, Uppermost Cort 
decisions (many of which lost in Witt crashes), many and various government 
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and royal interpretations along with the turning of what had been a shiny new 
Bo Concept piece into a baroque old French chair that had not been cleaned in 
many a year.  Dust-bunny heaven...

2003-2007 saw the complete re-boot for the Kingdom of Talossa of its society, its 
culture, and its social continuity.  2012 saw the return of major portions of the 
superseded social thread existing prior to 1 June 2004 via the Return (sorry, I 
hate the word 'reunision').

At least half of the 1997 Organic Law, stuffed with sections better left to that 
which could be called by-laws, bears no resemblance to that which was 
proclaimed by Ben Madison to be the law of the land in 1997.  The entire 
document is longer than it needs to be, and rather than try to hang on to the 
tired relic of the age of Vendetta, we must now on the heels of so much great 
change in the Kingdom move forward in the grand tradition of Talossa, chuck 
the old constitution and bring about a new one.

While it has served us well for a long time, the 1997 Organic Law has outlived 
its usefulness.  It needs to be set aside on the library shelf of Talossan history 
and replaced with a brand-new Talossan constitution.

+ + +

Oraclâ speaks with Gödafrïeu Válcadác'h...

Oraclâ: Greets, GV!  Long time no-see!

Gödafrïeu Válcadác'h: It's good to be 'back'.  This one-off issue of Oraclâ is not 
meant to signal my immediate return to Talossan activity, but rather a signal to 
everyone I am still alive.

O: The OrgLaw.  You have talked ever-and-anon about the Cult of the Organic 
Law.  Is this desire on your part to part ways with that document borne partly 
out of a bias for how it was used against you and the former republicans in 
2004?

GV: I certainly hope not.  Yes, that thought has crossed my mind, but I hardly 
find it a compelling argument for the bother of a constitutional convention.

The incessant need to amend the thing at every turn and the mistake the 
Framers made in '97 of cramming so much election and legislative legalese-
minutiae into the OrgLaw has been nothing short of bothersome for us with the 
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constant need to look at the document again and again only to realize there is 
yet another typo, yet another anomaly, and yet another legalistic weirdness that 
needs to be fixed.

The Constitution of the United States has had literally thousands of attempts at 
amending same, yet only twenty-seven of these have made it to the promised 
land of active service.  That statistic says quite a bit of not only how difficult it is 
to amend same, but also as to how well the document as it was penned in 1789 
was put together in the first place.  True, the U. S. Constitution left out some 
very important things at its start (slavery prohibition, presidential succession in 
case of illness, etc.), but it has held up through the centuries pretty well, 
especially after these issue-resolutions were enshrined.

Our 1997 Organic Law has had many proposed amendments.  And enough of a 
proportion of these have been passed to call into question of how well the 
Organic Law was written in the first place.

O: Well, how would you define 'well-written'?

GV: Vague enough to be flexible while being concrete in the most-basic and 
most-fundamental aspects of government...

These aspects would include what sort of government will there be as well as a 
codified recognition of basic human rights.

O: The ZRT wants to turn the present-day Kingdom into a republic.  If the new 
constitution comes about with no regard to the final answering of the Great 
Question of crown vs. presidential sash, we have the awkward prospect of 
having a brand-spanking new constitution and then having the people elect to 
go to a republic and having to completely gut half the innards of the new 
constitution!  That would do no-one any good.

GV: Indeed.  And because of these practical considerations, we have to wait to 
create our new constitution until we resolve how we really want to govern 
Talossa.  The new constitution will wait until the presumed referendum to make 
Talossas into a republic stands or falls.

O: This will take a few years.  The ZRT has to first make an electoral recovery 
from the Eiric Sock-puppet fiasco and repair the damaged image of the 
republican ideal.
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GV: There is no damage whatsoever to the republican ideal.  What has sustained 
temporary damage is the idea of the secret ballot.  Eiric's sock-puppets have 
proved that even with an open ballot, much less with an closed one where we 
don't know who is voting for what, the system can be seriously-compromised.

Of course, this brings up the issue of how we screen our prospectives and 
keeping that balance between making things all-too-easy for someone looking to 
trash the Kingdom to 'get in' and having so many hoops to jump through 
newbies are intimidated by the process, leave, and not come back.  I don't think 
our current immigration process has enough built-in safeguards to make sure 
we get really quality applicants, but I could be wrong.  And it's a separate topic 
from creating a new constitution, anyway.

I say this much and am done: the immigration ministry should be de-politicized. 
The monarch, Opp Leader, and PM together should choose the IM with consent 
of the Ziu.  I also say that much about the Secretary of State and the 
Burgermeister.

O: In getting back to the referendum on a republican Talossa, is the Kingdom 
really ready for such a thing?  

GV: I do not believe the ZRT (myself, included) has done a good-enough job in 
really conveying the message of the benefits a republican Talossa would bring. 
The elimination of the faux-prestige and faux-SCAesque aura of 'monarchy' 
alone is enough reason to oust the crown and bring on the sash.  

Ben Madison used this aura along with his personal charisma and unique 
position as the founder of Talossa to great effect and to ultimately nearly destroy 
the community he inadvertently founded.

Until the people of Talossa have really fleshed out everything and given the 
republican ideal a fair hearing, I don't believe any good will come of authorizing 
a referendum on a republican form of government.  

Besides, the British have shown since the late 1950s a monarchy presiding over a 
truly-democratic system with the secret ballot can and does work as a benign 
entity.  (Winston Churchill was not Kenya's best friend.)  Talossa as a benign 
monarchy has worked since 2005.  With today's technology, there is no reason or 
excuse nowadays to not have a secret ballot and a compulsory one at that.

The secret ballot is a far-more pressing issue with which to be concerned than 
republic government.  The RUMP has failed to give Talossa a secret ballot, yet 
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has had umpteen terms in which to do so.  It's time a for a change.  It's time to 
vote ZRT!

Let's fix the secret ballot, then the republic-governance, and finally with both of 
these, get a new constitution.

O: What timetable could you entail for these three things to come about?

GV: Six months to a year to bring about the secret ballot...  It will take an 
amendment to the current Organic Law.

O: And for the republic issue?

GV: What I would love to see is the institution of a think-tank to really debate 
the republic topic.  I would have in this think tank Ián Tamorán, Kane, Miestrâ, 
Carlüs, Hooligan, and AD.  I would also have Ián A., Dan L., and Art Verbotten, 
too.

I would certainly allow anyone to give input, but I would love the above people 
to lead the charge on debate.  It would get them talking to each other - a good 
thing - and they would all be very good at batting around ideas.  

And I would give the think-tank one-to-two years to bring together a report or 
series of reports, results, thoughts, etc.  In writing this answer to you, I think a 
period of two years for serious debate on this would be appropriate.  I do think, 
however, that we should not extend this forever.  Let's eventually get this fight 
over and done with, and when/if unforeseen circumstances arise to legitimately 
bring the topic around again, so be it as we will be better-prepared to take it on.

I see a period after the debate of six months to get or vote down in the Ziu the 
bill authorizing the referendum on a republican Talossa.  I would even if I were 
a staunch monarchist allow the referendum to go forward.  This topic needs to 
be given the full hearing and treatment its import demands lest it never really 
go away in the angst of many.

Two-and-a-half years to bring about the beginning of the process of making a 
republican Talossa during which we bring about the secret ballot...

O: And finally the constitutional convention?
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GV: One year for the drafting of a document and another six months to a year to 
bring it to promulgation along with the by-laws that would flesh out the 
composition of the Cosâ, immigration procedures, electoral laws, etc....

The total transformation of Talossa the ZRT would love to see along with the 
new constitution - and hopefully one that will hold up with very little 
amendment and see us through for at least twenty-five years - would most-
certainly last about five years.  If we begin today, we are done by 1 January 2019 
and certainly in-time for Talossa's fortieth anniversary in December of that year.

We have a lot of exciting work ahead of us...  Getting rid of cobwebs and 
dusting off the relics of our collective past that are well-and-truly worth 
keeping...  The continuance of the evolvement of the Talossa for the next half-
century...

Let's get going and do it!

O: Thanks as always, GV.

GV: Always glad to oblige...!

O Promise Me...this oath will not go through...
21 February 2013 - Editorial by Gödefrïeu Válcadác'h: Via Witt XII (Ziu) 8040, we 
get the February Clark at 
http://www.kingdomoftalossa.net/clark/201302C446.doc which brings us 
44RZ29: The Okay, Promise THIS Act which, if passed, changes the oath of 
Talossan citizenship to this:

From this day forward, I pledge my loyalty, allegiance, and fidelity to the Kingdom of  
Talossa and to His Majesty's government. I solemnly affirm that I will support and 
uphold the Organic Law of the Kingdom of Talossa, defend the realm against all  
enemies, both foreign and domestic, faithfully observe its laws, respect the rights and 
freedoms of all my fellow citizens, fulfill all my duties and obligations as a citizen of the 
Kingdom of Talossa, and humbly appreciate the benefits granted unto me by my King,  
most especially when those benefits take the form of Talossan currency.  
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There is so much wrong with this new oath-text...  Where do I begin?  Oath text 
in italics...:

From this day forward, I pledge my loyalty, allegiance, and fidelity to the Kingdom of  
Talossa 

What if the Kingdom adopts a republican form of government?  We will have to 
change the oath, then.

and to His Majesty's government. 

'His'?  What?  No queens of Talossa allowed?  And 'His Majesty's government? 
What if 'His Majesty's government' decides to go rogue and suspend the 
constitution or suspends Talossan civil rights?  What if the government bans 
gays in Talossa?  I guess we would be oath-breakers.

I solemnly affirm that I will support and uphold the Organic Law of the Kingdom of 
Talossa, 

We may not always have an 'Organic Law'.  Change 'Organic Law' to 
'constitution'?

defend the realm against all enemies, both foreign and domestic, 

This is one part of this oath with which I do not have issue.  It's tongue-in-cheek 
and obligates one to track down virus-writers and sock-puppets.  Sariah Gipson 
approves of this section.

faithfully observe its laws, respect the rights and freedoms of all my fellow citizens,

hearty approval...

 fulfill all my duties and obligations as a citizen of the Kingdom of Talossa, 

Hmm...  What are the 'duties' and 'obligations' of a citizen of the Kingdom of 
Talossa?

and humbly appreciate the benefits granted unto me by my King, 

SCA Talossa and the Cult of Monarchy are alive and well...  (ugh...)
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most especially when those benefits take the form of Talossan currency.  

Does this include casino royalties?

VERDICT: This proposal needs to be shot down by a Tomahawk missile!

An alternative oath of citizenship

In the spirit of World Singular Secession, I, [name], do pledge from this day forward my 
loyalty, allegiance, and fidelity to the community and nation-state of Talossa.  I solemnly 
affirm I will follow the constitution and lesser laws of Talossa and respect the rights,  
dignity, and freedoms of my fellow Talossan citizens.  
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